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A B S T R A C T

The cutting-edge flexible electronics have experienced an explosion growth in the past decades, driving the
traditional rigid devices evolve into soft, light, thin, durable and comfortable devices with more and more add-
on functionalities. This rapid advancement of flexible electronics induces urgent demand of flexible and sus-
tainable power source to overcome one of the bottlenecks of this technology. Triboelectric nanogenerators, since
first invented in 2012, have become a promising energy harvesting technology during the past few years with
significant development across the world, due to their diverse flexible/stretchable configurations, no material
limitation and high output performance. Beyond energy harvesting, triboelectric nanogenerators can actively
function as self-powered sensors and actuators to detect, monitor, interact and respond to the ambient changes
induced by environment or human. These triboelectric devices can be key components to achieve sustainable
functional systems. Therefore, the complementary marriage of triboelectric nanogenerators and flexible elec-
tronics yields a highly advanced technology to realize self-powered, flexible and smart functional systems. In this
review, progress development of triboelectric nanogenerators and flexible electronics technology is firstly re-
viewed. Then various micro-/nano-systems enabled by the integration of triboelectric nanogenerators and
flexible electronics technology are presented to show the feasibility to achieve sustainable functional systems. At
the end, a future prospect of “all-in-one” multi-functional smart system is proposed under the same flexible
platform towards convenient, miniaturized and sustainable micro-/nano-systems.

1. Introduction

The past few years have witnessed the prosperous development of
internet-of-things (IoT) devices in various areas, ranging from industry
electronics to personal electronics, wearable electronics to implantable
electronics [1–6]. The cutting-edge flexible electronics technology with
rapid development enables the evolution of traditional rigid devices
into soft, light, thin, durable and comfortable devices, with not only
sensing functionalities but responding functionalities as well. According
the current explosion development of IoT devices, it is predicted that
there will be more than 50 billion of IoT devices by the time of 2020
[7]. Although each of the IoT devices may only consume a small
amount of energy, the total power consumption of all the IoT devices
will reach an incredibly huge level. To overcome the energy crisis and
realize sustainable development, two potential approaches can be

adopted as feasible solutions, i.e., integrating energy harvesters as
lifelong power sources or enabling the IoT devices with sustainable self-
powered functionalities. These two approaches are actually based on
the same technology – energy harvesting, which has been extensively
investigated as an alternative technology to batteries [8–12]. Energy
harvesting technology is developed to scavenge the ambient existing
energy from the environment or human body, e.g., light, heat or me-
chanical energy, and then convert them into useful electrical energy.
Mechanical energy is one of the most ubiquitous energy sources in the
ambient, including machine vibration, wind, water wave, sound and
diverse human motions. To effectively harvest the ambient mechanical
energy, piezoelectric, electromagnetic, triboelectric, and their hybrid
mechanisms are developed with vast research effort.

Compared to electromagnetic mechanism and piezoelectric me-
chanism, triboelectric mechanism stands out as a promising technology
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due to its superior advantages, e.g., simple and diverse configurations,
remarkable flexibility, high output performance, no material limitation,
cost effectiveness and good scalability. Since the first invention in 2012,
triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) have attracted worldwide re-
search interest and received significant development [13–18]. The basic
working principle of TENG is based on the triboelectrification (i.e.,
contact electrification) of two dissimilar materials and the electrostatic
induction. When two different materials are brought into contact with
each other, electrons are injected from one contact surface into the
other, because of the difference in electron affinity of the two materials.
Thus after separation, the two contact surfaces are equipped with equal
but opposite charges. If mechanical triggering is applied to induce
periodic contact and separation of the two charged surfaces, the peri-
odic established and disappeared electric potential difference will then
drive electrons to flow back and forth in the external circuit, generating
electrical energy. Based on the ability to accept or lose electrons, dif-
ferent materials are arranged in a sequence, known as the triboelectric
series [13], which can serve as basic guidance for material selection.
After the rapid development of these years, a large variety of materials
have been investigated as functional triboelectric pairs to study their
triboelectric properties in various applications [19].

Beyond the excellent energy harvesting capability, TENG can also
act as self-powered sensor or actuator to detect or interact with its
surroundings [14,17,19]. Furthermore, integration of TENG with flex-
ible electronics technology enables the development of self-powered
micro-/nano-systems that can monitor, process, respond to or control
the ambient changes, paying the way to not only environment inter-
active but also human interactive applications. In this review, progress
development of TENG and flexible electronics technology is first in-
troduced. Then various TENG based sensors and actuators are sum-
marized as important components in functional systems. Last, current
development and future prospect of micro-/nano-systems enabled by
the marriage of TENG and flexible electronics technology are presented
towards the eventual realization of sustainable smart functional sys-
tems.

2. Research roadmap of TENG

TENG, since its first invention by Prof. Z. L. Wang and his team at
Georgia Tech in 2012, has become one of the most extensively in-
vestigated research area. Along these years, TENGs have been devel-
oped with more and more features, serving as sustainable energy har-
vesters and various active devices, as shown in Fig. 1. In 2012, the first
TENG is invented using two dielectric materials – Kapton and polyester
as the triboelectric layers, based on the basic operation mode of vertical
contact-separation (CS) [20]. Transparent TENG with great importance
in optoelectronics is proposed in this year as well [21]. Later in 2013,
another two basic operation modes of TENGs – lateral sliding (LS) mode
[22–24] and single-electrode (SE) mode [25–27] are proposed. Unlike
the previously reported external devices attached on human body,
TENG using human skin as one triboelectric material also emerges for
convenient biomechanical energy harvesting and tactile sensing [28].
Meanwhile, TENGs with liquid-solid contact interface (e.g., polymers
vs. water or liquid metal) are developed to achieve new applications
even in liquid environment [29], other than the traditional solid-solid
contact interface. At the same time, hybrid energy harvester combining
TENG with other energy harvesting mechanisms (e.g., piezoelectric,
electromagnetic or thermoelectric) starts to appear for more effectively
scavenging ambient energy sources due to the advantages from the
combined energy harvesting mechanisms [30].

Then in 2014, another basic operation mode of TENGs – free-
standing (FS) mode is proposed [31–33]. Until then, the four basic
operation modes of TENGs, i.e., CS, LS, SE and FS mode have been
theoretically developed and experimentally realized. Based on them,
various TENG configurations are derived and more and more functional
features are introduced for diversified applications. One interesting

application is using triboelectrification to control the source-gate elec-
trical potential of a field-effect transistor, i.e., contact electrification
field-effect transistor or tribotronics [34]. Polymer materials have been
adopted as triboelectric material or substrate since the beginning,
promoting the appearance of stretchable TENGs through material in-
novation [35]. Meanwhile, 2D material (e.g., graphene) with excep-
tional property of high transparency, conductivity, elasticity and im-
permeability, is introduced in a flexible transparent graphene based
TENG [36]. Then gradually, paper [37] and textile (or woven fabrics)
[38] are also adopted for TENG construction, due to their unique
property of ultralow cost especially in one-time sensors and wearable
comfortability, respectively. Towards complete healthcare monitoring,
implantable electronics are as indispensable as wearable electronics,
where sustainable power source is urgently required due to the limited
lifetime of batteries and associated issues of surgical procedures. In this
regard, implantable TENG with biocompatible material coating is de-
veloped to in vivo capture the internal vibration motions such as
breathing and heart beating [39]. Normally, rectifier bridge is needed
to regulate the alternating-current (AC) output from traditional TENGs
into direct-current (DC) output for practical use. To overcome the
power consumption of this dissipative unit, an innovative DC-TENG
composed of two rotating disks and two pairs of electric brushes is
developed for direct light-emitting diode (LED) lighting and capacitor
charging without the requirement of a rectifier circuit [40].

One major concern of the practical use of TENGs is the durability of
the device because of the mechanical friction of the triboelectric layers.
To address this issue, in 2015, a self-healing TENG based on shape
memory polymer is proposed to extend the usage lifetime and guar-
antee the long-term performance [41]. In short-term implantable di-
agnostics or therapeutics, electronics constructed with biodegradable
materials are of great interest. Thus a biodegradable TENG (BD-TENG)
is developed in 2016 for short-term in vivo energy harvesting as sus-
tainable power source [42]. Later in 2017, a jellyfish inspired bionic
TENG with waterproof and shape-adaptive property is reported to more
effectively scavenge the water wave energy, opening up potential di-
rection of living creatures inspired TENGs for applications in compli-
cated and extreme environment [43]. In 2018, wireless TENGs with the
ability for wireless power delivery are developed, extending TENGs for
unprecedented noncontact and wireless applications [44,45]. Blue en-
ergy, i.e., scavenging the large-scale energy from ocean, is becoming
one main research direction of TENG development [46–50]. From the
trend of TENG development roadmap, TENG features and systems will
continue to evolve towards better performance, higher efficiency and
practicality in the future.

TENGs, due to its diversity in operation modes, materials and con-
figurations, can be used for a wide range of applications, which can be
roughly categorized into two classes, i.e., energy harvesters and self-
powered devices (such as sensors, actuators and control interfaces). As
energy harvesters, the output power density of the developed TENGs
has been improved from 3.67W/m2 at its first appearance to 2.67 kW/
m2 along these years [20,51–53]. Basic approaches to improve the
output performance of TENGs include material/structure innovation
[51–54], surface roughness treatment to improve effective contact area
and generated charges [33,55–57], ion injection into contract surface
[58], chemical modification [59], and piezoelectric enhanced triboe-
lectrification [60–62], etc. Hybrid energy harvester is a method to
improve the overall energy harvester efficiency not limiting to TENG
[30,63,64]. Beyond functioning as energy harvesters to scavenge en-
ergy from external/internal human motions [39,65,66] and environ-
ment (e.g., wind [67], wave [68,69], rain [70], and sound [71], etc.),
TENGs are also adopted for ultra-wide applications in physical sensing
(e.g., pressure [21], tactile [72], acceleration [73], rotation [74], and e-
skin [75], etc.), chemical/gas sensing [76,77], actuation (e.g., optical
modulation [78], electroluminescence [79], neural stimulation [80],
droplet manipulation [81], etc.), and functional systems (e.g., gas fil-
tration [82], water treatment [83], mass spectroscopy [84], virtual
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reality/augmented reality interface [85], game control [86], data sto-
rage [87]), etc.

3. Flexible electronics

Flexible wearable electronics are emerging as a platform for the
next-generation electronic devices to enhance the communication be-
tween the human body and multi-functional devices. Consequently,
flexible wearable electronics are commercialized since a couple of years
ago on an extensive scale from the smart watch to smart band to track
human activity or monitor health conditions. Along the past few years,
the blooming flourish of TENGs generates great thrust for the rapid
development of self-powered or battery-less flexible electronics. In turn,
the rapid innovation of flexible electronics technology also pushes
forward the prosperity of diverse TENG based sensors and actuators for
flexible wearable applications. Looking forward, on one hand, more
advanced flexible wearable electronics such as electronic skin with
human-like sensory capabilities could be developed to provide an un-
precedented level of monitoring abilities. On the other hand, the
combination of TENG with flexible electronics technology can even-
tually enable the realization of battery-less flexible wearable electronics
and functional systems.

3.1. Materials

To realize flexible and even stretchable electronics for wearable
usages, the choice of materials is critical. There is a wealth of choice for
the substrates of the wearable devices. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),
due to its commercial availability and well-researched properties, has
been used extensively for the fabrication of all kinds of wearable and
especially stretchable electronics [88–94]. For instance, Fig. 2(a) de-
monstrates a stretchable and transparent heater fabricated on a PDMS
thin-film substrate [94]. Similarly, polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
[95–97], polyurethane [98], polyimide [99,100], and textiles
[101–103] are also popular options for wearable electronics. Besides of
these common and commercialized materials for substrates, other ma-
terials with advantages in particular aspects are also employed and

reported. For instance, a polyhydroxybutyrate/polyhydroxyvalerate
(PHB/PHV) film functions as the top and bottom substrates in a sensi-
tive biodegradable pressure sensor and the PHB/PHV is chosen mainly
due to its superb biodegradability (Fig. 2(b)) [104]. Lei et al. reported a
highly chemically and thermally stable ultrathin cellulose film as the
optimized substrates for biodegradable electronics (Fig. 2(c)) [105].

The conductive material is another essential part of the wearable
electronics with its functionality varied from basic electrical conducting
to active sensing. Common flexible or stretchable conductive materials
include carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [106–108], graphene [109–111],
nanowire-based materials [78,112,113], and organic or polymer-based
materials [82,107,114,115]. Among them, CNTs have been extensively
researched and utilized for their extraordinary electronic and me-
chanical properties, as well as their chemical stability. Ryu et al. de-
veloped a highly sensitive strain sensor with the dry-spun CNT fibers
that can be stretched up to 900% with the aid of the highly oriented
CNT fibers (Fig. 2(d)) [116]. Similar to CNTs, graphene is also widely
studied and it possesses a high potential in wearable electronic devices
owing to its remarkable carrier mobility (~ 20,000 cm2 v-1 s-1) [117].
Shi et al. proposed a wearable strain sensor with the graphene re-
inforced CNT networks to avoid deformation and failure under high
mechanical load (Fig. 2(e)) [118]. Besides, organic polymers such as
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:
PSS) has demonstrated great promise for wearable applications
[119,120]. Although their electrical performance may not be able to
compare with that of inorganic materials, they could provide enhanced
processability over CNTs or graphene, leading to a low-cost and large-
scale fabrication. With the aid of enhancers, the PEDOT: PSS is reported
to be endowed with an extraordinary stretchability and high con-
ductivity over 3100 S/cm (Fig. 2(f)) [121]. Moreover, self-healable
materials that possess the ability to partially or even fully recover its
functionality after fractured or damaged are also developed (Fig. 2(g))
[122].

Apart from substrates and conductors in flexible and wearable
electronics, there are more materials with particular properties em-
ployed towards diversified usage requirements. Realizing wearable
electronics for information processing, development of flexible circuits

Fig. 1. TENG development roadmap showing the ultra-wide range of applications in energy harvesting, physical sensing, chemical sensing, actuation, control
interfaces and various functional systems. CS: contact-separation; LS: lateral sliding; SE: single-electrode; FS: freestanding.
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consisted of densely integrated transistors is required [123]. Zhu et al.
reported an intrinsically stretchable thin-film transistor with the
styrene-ethylene-butadiene-styrene (SEBS) elastomer as the gate di-
electric as shown in Fig. 2(h) [124], which can effectively improve the
accuracy and robustness of a temperature sensor. Since the semi-
conductor is an indispensable part of electronics, efforts on the

development of high performance and stretchable semiconductors have
been made years ago. Recently, highly stretchable polymer semi-
conductor films are developed through a unique nanoconfinement ef-
fect as demonstrated in Fig. 2(i), which paves the way to the soft and
conformable wearable electronics [125].

For some particular applications, the advancement of the flexible

(caption on next page)
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and stretchable materials is still limited and the essential properties of
them still cannot compare with that of rigid materials. For instance, a
stretchable ultrasonic transducer array is developed with the rigid 1–3
piezoelectric composites to provide a high performance as shown in
Fig. 2(j) [126]. Although the device is rigid locally, the whole matrix is
soft and stretchable globally owing to the wave bridge electrodes and
stretchable substrates. This island-bridge structure well provides a so-
lution to the dilemma between the higher performance and good de-
formability of wearable devices.

3.2. Applications

The applications of wearable electronics can be massively di-
versified from body motion sensing to healthcare monitoring and even
therapy. One big branch of the applications in wearable physical
sensors (e.g., strain sensors) is to measure or track human motions
directly. Wang et al. developed a highly sensitive and ultra-stretchable
strain sensor based on the carbonized silk fabric, whose resistance
changes over the applied strain and the gauge factor could be as large
as 5.8. This wearable strain sensor can be conformably attached to any
body parts to measure even slightly muscle movement, which has been
demonstrated to measure the flexing/extending, marching, jogging,
jumping, squatting-jumping of a knee joint, and tiny muscle move-
ment caused by blinking (Fig. 3(a)) [127]. Besides of that, it can also
detect the finger bending motions, rotation of the wrist, pulse, in-
spiration, and even voice owing to its extraordinary sensitivity. Si-
milarly, ultrasensitive wearable pressure sensors are also able to
monitor human physiological signals. Wang et al. reported a highly
stable pressure sensor with a remarkably high sensitivity which can
even detect a bee or an ant on top on it, owing to the uniform mi-
crostructures patterns on the PDMS conducting thin film with a low-
cost silk molding method [128]. This wearable pressure sensor can
monitor the muscle movement of the neck during the speech as shown
in Fig. 3(b). Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated for wrist pulse
detection and from the sensing signals, it can be easily differentiated
between a healthy person and pregnant women. These physiological
signals are considered to be an effective approach for the health as-
sessment and disease diagnosis. Furthermore, with the skin-like
wearable sensors with multiple functions distributed over the full-
body, a more comprehensive and continuous measurement of phy-
siological health can be achieved. Recently, Han et al. reported a
battery-free and wireless sensor array for full-body pressure and
temperature mapping with the device configuration of each element
as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) [129]. The temperature sensing is enabled by
a resistance thermometer detector integrated into the near-field
communication (NFC) chip, and a spiral structured monocrystalline
silicon membrane endows a single sensor with pressure sensing due to
its piezoresistive properties. The top view of the dual-function sensor
is sketched in the inset of Fig. 3(c). This sensor array has been

demonstrated to serve for full-body thermography and pressure
measurement, and the testing results could provide insights into
methods to improve health outcomes from the collected data.

Apart from measuring the body motions, pressure distribution, and
temperature to indirectly monitor the health condition of the human,
wearable sensors that able to measure physiological parameters more
related to the healthcare are developed. A fully integrated wearable
sensor array for multiplexed in situ perspiration analysis as shown in
Fig. 3(d) is reported by Gao et al. [130]. With the integrated sensors
targeted at different functions, this sensor array can simultaneously
and selectively measures sweat metabolites (glucose and lactate) and
electrolytes (sodium and potassium ions), as well as the skin tem-
perature for the response calibration of the sensors. The collected data
from the sensing panel could facilitate the understanding of an in-
dividual's physiological state or health status for clinical needs in near
future. Besides sweat, the nail unit is also a proverbial source of in-
formation directly related to the health status of a person. Recently, Li
et al. developed a fingernail sensor for the thermal characterization of
nail bed tissues as shown in Fig. 3(e) [131]. The device consists mainly
of two active areas of gold in spiral structures which serve simulta-
neously as temperature sensors and thermal actuators (Fig. 3(e-i)).
The sensing mechanism is based on the well-established transient
plane source (TPS) method. The collected data of the thermal trans-
port characteristics of the nail bed tissue of human objects can track
changes in perfusion of the nail bed tissue in response to various ex-
ternal stimuli. In addition to sensing for healthcare monitoring, a
stretchable heater made of a nanocomposite of silver nanowires and a
thermoplastic elastomer is developed for wearable articular thermo-
therapy [132]. The device design of the large area heater is illustrated
in Fig. 3(f-i), and the corresponding IR images when the wrist bends
downward and upward which demonstrates the high stability of the
heater under different motions is shown in Fig. 3(f-ii). This wearable
heater can be used in point-of-care thermotherapy for treating joint
injuries owing to the effective heat transfer to muscles or blood ves-
sels. Wearable devices also provide a new possibility for the human-
machine interfaces for diversified applications. For instance, a wear-
able keyboard with 9 pixels is developed using the conducting
polymer electrodes on a textile (Fig. 3(g)) [133]. The sensing me-
chanism of each pixel is based on the capacitance change over applied
pressure. This work has paved the way to the facile and large-scale
fabrication of such wearable input devices. Wearable drug delivery
devices as another popular application for wearable electronics were
developed in early 1960, and smaller as well as more conveniently
wearable devices were developed over the following decades for de-
livery of drugs such as insulin. Recently, intensive research activities
have focused on the development of wearable transdermal delivery
systems owing to their non-invasive, convenient, and prolonged ad-
ministration of pharmacological agents [134]. Di et al. have devel-
oped a tensile strain-triggered drug delivery device composed of a

Fig. 2. Various advanced materials to achieve flexible wearable and stretchable electronics. (a) Device structure of a stretchable and transparent heater. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [94]. Copyright 2015, Wiley. (b) Schematic diagram of a fully biodegradable and flexible pressure sensor array (left), and photographs
before in vitro degradation and after seven weeks of incubation (right). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [104]. Copyright 2015, Wiley. (c) Flexible device with
disintegrable materials cellulose and PDPP-PD as the substrates and the active materials (left), and photographs of the device at various stages of disintegration
(right). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [105]. Copyright 2017, National Academy of Science. (d) The dry spinning process and the SEM images of the CNT
fibers. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [116]. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (e) Synthesis process of a CNT embroidered graphene film, SEM
images of the CNT network, CNT embroidered graphene, and the optical images of a leaf with the resembled structure. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [118].
Copyright 2016, Wiley. (f) Schematic diagram showing the morphology of the original PEDOT: PSS film (top) and that of a stretchable PEDOT film with the
enhancers (bottom). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [121]. Copyright 2017, American Association for the Advancement of Science. (g) Demonstration of the
healing process for a self-healing conductive composite with an LED connected in series. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [122]. Copyright 2012, Macmillan.
(h) Schematic diagram showing the structure the intrinsically stretchable circuits containing the thin-film transistors, and the cross-sectional images of the transistors
(AA’) and the interconnects (BB’). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [124]. Copyright 2018, Macmillan. (i) A 3D schematic of the desired morphology of the
stretchable semiconductor film through the nanoconfinement of the polymer semiconductor in the elastomer matrix. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [125].
Copyright 2017, American Association for the Advancement of Science. (j) Schematic of the stretchable ultrasonic transducer array and the exploded view of a single
transducer. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [126]. Copyright 2018, American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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microgel depot containing drug-loaded nanoparticles on a stretchable
elastomer substrate (Fig. 3(h)) [135]. When a tensile strain is applied
on the device, drug release from the microdepot is promoted due to
the compression on the microdepot and the enlarged surface for dif-
fusion. By this special design, sustained or pulsatile drug release by an
intentional administration can be achieved easily with controlling the
mechanical stimulus such as finger bending.

4. TENG sensors and actuators

4.1. TENG physical sensors

TENGs are able to generate electrical signals under external physical
inputs, which is the reason why they are excellent candidates for energy
harvesting. Beyond that, the quantitative relationship between the self-

(caption on next page)
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generated electrical signals and the physical stimuli enables TENGs to
detect the ambient changes in a real-time manner. Through structure
innovation, TENGs can be configured for self-powered/active sensing or
monitoring of various physical parameters, providing feedback loop in
functional systems. Triboelectric based physical sensors have been ex-
tensively developed due to its advantages of battery-free, versatile
choice of materials, simple working mechanism, and low cost. A large
variety of triboelectric based self-powered physical sensors with di-
versified applications have been reported, which include pressure/
touch sensors [75,136–146], strain sensors [147–154], tactile sensors
array [28,72,75,155–161], vibration/acceleration sensors
[74,162–169], acoustic sensors [170–172], wind speed/direction sen-
sors [173–177], linear displacement sensors [167,178,179], informa-
tion recognition [180–182], etc.

Fig. 4(a) shows a fully packaged triboelectric pressure sensor based
on the Cu deposited hemispheres-array-structured film without any
spacer [139]. As the applied force increases, the contact area between
the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and the Cu deposited hemispheres
becomes larger which gives a larger triboelectric output. With the un-
ique hemispheres-array design, the device can be fully packaged and
hence stay unaffected by environmental parameters such as humidity
and water. This kind of pressures sensors can be used to map the
pressure distribution on the human body such as the foot or even the
full-body. With the proper chosen materials and device design, the
triboelectric nanogenerator could be sensitive enough for acoustic
sensing as illustrated in Fig. 4(b) [171]. This ultrathin TENG contains a
multiholed paper forming the structural backbone to enhance a
broadband acoustic response. When an external sound wave is incident
onto the device, the flexible PTFE membrane would vibrate due to the
air-pressure difference between the two sides of the membrane caused
by the sound propagation. This paper-based TENG is capable of serving
as a battery-free microphone to record sound, which could be ex-
tensively applied for diversified applications such as surveillance, noise
reduction, and implantable human ear in future. Making use of the
grating structure and the sliding mode TENG, a self-powered sensor for
one-dimensional displacement and speed sensing with high resolution,
large dynamic range, and long detecting distance is developed as illu-
strated in Fig. 4(c). In a full cycle of the movement, when the top
gratings move from overlap to separation position, the positive charges
transfer from the bottom electrode to the top one; and when the top
gratings move from separation to overlap positions, a reversed current
would be generated. Due to this particular grating structure, the dis-
placement and the moving speed could be inferred from the output
waveform. This design opens a new exemplification for displacement or
speed sensing which has wide potential applications in process control
and automation [179]. Similarly, a self-powered displacement sensor
based on a triboelectric accelerometer is reported. This accelerometer is
based on the noncontact TENG consists of an outer sleeve tube and an
inner cylindrical mass suspended by a stretchable silicone rubber
(Fig. 4(d)). As the cylindrical mass moves up and down between the
two Cu electrodes, the electrons will be transferred between the top Cu

and the bottom Cu accordingly. It can accurately sense the acceleration
with a high sensitivity of 0.391 V s2 m-1, and it can largely reduce the
complexity in computer data analysis compared to the piezoelectric-
based accelerometers [167]. Recently, a self-powered 2D barcode re-
cognition system is established on the basis of the sliding electrification
(Fig. 4(e)) [181]. By utilizing the reference barcode component, the
output signal can be easily recognized even under random swiping
motions, which provides an excellent solution of the problems such as
swiping speed or stability. Moreover, the personalized identification is
realized through the increased number and miniaturized size of the
barcode columns, which indicates wide applications in information
security. Based on the operation principle of the TENG, a contact and
separation process is inevitable for it to work properly. To develop a
self-powered strain sensor based on the TENG, various device structures
are designed to transfer the applied strain into a contact and separation
process. For example, He et al. reported a highly stretchable fiber-based
TENG for strain sensing as illustrated in Fig. 4(f) [148]. The ultra
stretchability is endowed by the advanced structure design that in-
cludes the CNTs based stretchable electrode on the elastomer and the
fiber-convolving fiber. The releasing and stretching process of the fiber-
based sensor is converted into the contact-separation between the inner
fiber and the Cu coils to induce triboelectric output. This novel fiber
structure can serve as both energy harvester and self-powered sensor
with stretching capability of up to 70%. Recently, research effort on
using the TENGs for rotation sensing has been made as well. Shi et al.
developed a 3D symmetric TENG ball with dual capability of energy
harvesting and rotation sensing (Fig. 4(g)) [74]. The steel balls can
move around the ball inner surface at all directions, and when it spins
around the inner surface, the electrons would transfer between the two
set of electrodes. From the two distinctive output signals, the rotation
direction and speed can be precisely monitored. Due to the unique 3D
symmetric ball shape, the sensor is able to harvest energy from di-
versified sources and sense complex and advanced motion sensing to-
wards healthcare monitoring. As green energy techniques are gaining
great attention to provide renewable and environmental-friendly power
sources, TENGs to harvest or make use of such green energy sources
have been developed as well. Kim et al. reported a TENG based on the
rolling of beads for both wind energy harvesting and wind speed sen-
sing (Fig. 4(h-i)) [173]. With the wind blowing, the inner beads would
rotate around the annual channel and contact with the grating elec-
trodes to generate triboelectric outputs (Fig. 4(h-ii)). When the wind
speed increases, the rotation of the beads will be faster hence a higher
triboelectric current can be measured. The device is small in size with a
great potential to be a portable energy harvester and wind speed sensor
owing to its special design. The size of the TENG can be further shrunk
to fulfill the requirement of some particular applications with a need for
miniaturized sensing devices. Chen et al. have designed a self-powered
triboelectric micro liquid/gas flow meter for microfluidics (Fig. 4(i-i))
[183]. The device is constructed with a polyethylene tube with PTFE
attached to the inner surface and copper deposited on the outer surface.
The droplet or the air bubbles grown on the tip of the capillary detach

Fig. 3. Diversified applications of flexible wearable electronics. (a-i) Photograph of a wearable sensor assembled on a stocking. (a-ii) The corresponding signals of the
flexing/extending, marching, jogging, jumping, and squatting-jumping of a knee joint. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [127]. Copyright 2016, Wiley. (b-i)
Photograph showing the pressure sensor attached to a tester's neck for muscle movement monitoring. (b-ii) A real-time I-V curve of the pressure sensor during the
speech. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [128]. Copyright 2013, Wiley. (c) Schematic showing the dual-function sensors distributed all over the body. The inset
demonstrates the top-view of this dual-function sensor, and the exploded view illustration of the device structure that contains a temperature sensor and a pressure
sensor together. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [129]. Copyright 2018, American Association for the Advancement of Science. (d) Photographs of the flexible
integrated sensor array on a subject's wrist. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [130]. Copyright 2016, Macmillan. (e-i) Exploded view illustration of a thermal
sensor including a small and a large active area. (e-ii) Optical images of the thermal sensor assembled on a fingernail. The inset provides a magnified view of the small
sensor. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [131]. Copyright 2018, Wiley. (f-i) Photograph of the large-area stretchable heater (left) and the image of it worn on a
wrist. (f-ii) IR camera images of the heater when the wrist bends downward and upward. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [132]. Copyright 2015, American
Chemical Society. (g) Photograph of a wearable keyboard attached to a subject's arm with its enlarged view, and the testing set up for its characterization.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [133]. Copyright 2015, Wiley. (h-i) A wearable drug delivery device attached to the human finger and can be triggered by a
simple bending motion. (h-ii) The operation principle of the non-invasive drug delivery device consisted of an elastomer substrate and microgel depot. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [135]. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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from the tip and then contact with the PTFE to create triboelectric
outputs, and hence a higher flow rate gives rise to a higher output
frequency (Fig. 4(i-ii)). Through calculation, the interval time between
two signals and the signal number, the flow rate, and the flow volume
can be obtained either of gas or liquid. This triboelectric microfluidic
sensor is capable of real-time monitoring for the patient's infusion
process in hospitals with a great potential for commercialization.

Tactile sensors are important components for converting mechan-
ical stimuli into electrical output, occupying a large portion of physical
sensors. A tactile sensor usually refers to a transducer that is sensitive to
touch, force, or pressure, which has a variety of applications such as
human-machine interface, robotics, security systems, etc. Since the
working principle of TENG is basically based on the contact-separation
process to induce charge transfer, it is highly suitable for touch or force

Fig. 4. TENG based physical sensors. (a) Schematic showing the structure of the pressure sensor and the sequential diagrams of the pressure under compressive force.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [139]. Copyright 2013, Wiley. (b) Schematic illustration of the ultrathin TENG based on the multiholed paper. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [171]. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (c) Schematic illustration of the device structure of the triboelectric motion sensor.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [179]. Copyright 2013, Wiley. (d) Schematic diagrams showing the device structure and the basic working principle of the
triboelectric accelerometer. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [167]. Copyright 2013, Wiley. (e) The proposed structure of the triboelectric barcode system and
the detailed components of the barcode card and the reader. The operation principle is sketched on the bottom. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [181].
Copyright 2017, Elsevier B.V. (f) Schematic illustration of the structure of the fiber-based TENG. Insets show the SEM image and the magnified image of the fiber.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [148]. Copyright 2016, Wiley. (g) Structure schematic of the triboelectric ball and the working mechanism of it under the
spinning motion. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [74]. Copyright 2017, Wiley. (h-i) Schematic illustration and lay-out sketch of the wind driven TENG. There
are 8 halls on the outer wall and PTFE beads kept between the inner and outer walls for triboelectric output generation. (h-ii) Photographs of the wind speed sensor in
off state and on state activated by wind blowing. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [173]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V. (i-i) Structural schematic diagram of the
liquid flow rate meter (top) and the gas flow rate meter (bottom). The insets (left) show the photos of the real devices, and the insets (right) show the operation
principles. (i-ii) A 3D sketch shows the output frequency of the flow rate meter with different capillaries under various external flow rates. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [183]. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
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sensing for wearable applications.
Accordingly, self-powered pressure sensors based on the mechanism

of triboelectric have been widely developed in a massive amount. For

instance, Bu et al. reported a triboelectric-photonic smart skin for both
pressure sensing and strain sensing as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) [146].
With the unique metal gratings on the top surface, the device exhibits a

Fig. 5. TENG based wearable and self-powered tactile sensors. (a) Schematic diagram of the structure of the triboelectric-photonic smart skin, and the operation
principle under a tensile strain or a normal force. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [146]. Copyright 2018, Wiley. (b-i) Schematic diagram of the structure of the
pulse sensor. (b-ii) Photographs of bee wings on the pulse sensor with the output signals displayed on the oscilloscope. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [145].
Copyright 2017, Wiley. (c) Photograph of the bent triboelectric tactile sensor. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2013, American Chemical
Society. (d-i) Schematic of a triboelectric tactile sensor with 16× 16 pixels. (d-ii) Illustration of the single point contact along a specific path of “G”, and the
trajectory map (bottom). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [72]. Copyright 2016, Wiley. (e-i) Schematic illustration of an integrated triboelectric sensing matrix
in a sixty-by-sixty array. (e-ii) The operation principle of the triboelectric sensing matrix. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [161]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V.
(f-i) Schematic of a ten-by-ten tribotronic transistor array. Insets show the partial enlarged tilted view of the tribotronic transistor array configuration and the pixel
structure. (f-ii) Working principle for a single pixel of the tribotronic transistor. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [159]. Copyright 2016, American Chemical
Society. (g-i) Schematic diagram of an analogue smart skin with four electrodes labeled from “a” to “d”. (g-ii) Voltage distribution for a certain contact location.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [184]. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (h-i) Schematic of the structure of a three-axial tactile sensor. (h-ii) The
operation principle of the three-axial tactile sensor. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [143]. Copyright 2018, Wiley. (i-i) Structure of the transparent and super-
stretchable TENG. (i-ii) Photograph of a three-by-three tactile sensor made of the super-stretchable TENGs attached to a human hand. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [158]. Copyright 2017, American Association for the Advancement of Science. (j-i) Schematic of the waterproof integrated triboelectric tactile sensor. (j-ii)
Mapping results with an H-shape mold of multiple-point touching. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [155]. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
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tunable aggregation induced emission in a large tensile range of
0–160%. Moreover, this smart skin can also be used for vertical pres-
sure sensing by the triboelectric mechanism. With special designs of the
nanopattern on the contact surface, a sensitivity of a triboelectric based
pressure sensor can be highly improved. Fig. 5(b) shows a self-powered
pulse sensor for antidiastole of cardiovascular disease consists of a
nanostructured Kapton friction layer and a nanostructured Cu friction
layer [145]. The surface nanostructure increases the contact area and
hence gives rise to a higher triboelectric output. It is even capable of
measuring the bee winging with a frequency of around 200 Hz. To in-
dicate the diagnosis of the pulse sensor to cardiovascular disease, the
pulse waveform of healthy persons and patients who have coronary
heart disease (CHD), atrial septal defect (ASD), and atrial fibrillation
(AF) are measured and compared. This work has demonstrated that the
triboelectric pressure sensor with a high sensitivity was possessed of
important value in the indicative diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases.

These self-powered pressure sensors could be further integrated
neatly to form an array in a single device in order to obtain more in-
formation such as the touching location towards a more precise tactile
sensing. A simple design for the triboelectric tactile sensor for pressure
mapping is to fabricate an array of single TENGs on one film. This
fabrication process can be varied depending on the usage requirement.
Yang et al. reported a flexible TENG with capabilities of both biome-
dical energy harvesting and active tactile sensing as shown in Fig. 5(c)
[28]. The working mechanism is based on the electrification between
the human finger and the PDMS thin film. With this simple design, the
TENG has been used for tracking the location and pressure of human
touch with a sensitivity of 0.29 ± 0.02 V/kPa for pressure detection
and pixel size of 3mm×3mm. As essential components of electronic
skin, the proposed flexible tactile sensor should mimic the compre-
hensive properties of human sensing as close as possible. Hence a TENG
tactile sensor with a higher resolution and pressure-sensitivity for real-
time tactile mapping is developed as shown in Fig. 5(d-i) [72]. This
device contains two electrodes, one is the aligned regular electrode
array on the top side that serves for charge collection, and the other one
is the circuit configuration electrode on the bottom side connected to
external measuring equipment. The two electrodes are connected with
the specially designed through holes. With the multiple pixels, this
TENG is capable of visualizing multi-point pressure distribution with
the highest resolution of 12.5 dpi as well as single point touch trajectory
(Fig. 5(d-ii)). To further increase the resolution of the triboelectric
based tactile sensor, a thin-film tactile matrix based on the triboelectric
mechanism with an extraordinary resolution is developed. The sche-
matic diagram of the high-resolution tactile sensor is shown in Fig. 5(e-
i) with 3600 sensing units in a six by sixty-by-sixty matrix [161]. To
identify the location of the touch point, the word line electrodes and bit
line electrodes are fabricated in two layers with a shielding electrode
layer in between to effectively eliminate the electrostatic induction
among the adjacent electrode lines. As shown in Fig. 5(e-ii), the
shielding electrode is directly connected to the ground all the time, and
the word line electrode and the bit line electrode generate triboelectric
outputs at the same time when a force is applied to the device. Due to
the design of massive sensing points and the shielding layer to reduce
noise, this tactile sensor has achieved a remarkably high resolution of
50 dpi. Apart from directly using the electrostatic potential created by
TENG as a sensing signal, a new research field that utilizes the elec-
trostatic potential to modulate other forms of electronic devices has
been opened up. Yang et al. reported a triboelectric transistor array as
an active tactile sensor with a facile and inexpensive approach [159].
The structure of this triboelectric transistor array is illustrated in
Fig. 5(f-i). Each transistor unit is integrated on the top and bottom layer
of a flexible polyimide substrate with a gate electrode connected to the
upper Cu pad. At the initial moment where the PTFE fully contacts with
the Cu pad, there is no conduction channel between the source and
drain of the transistor. Once the PTFE gradually separates from the Cu
pad, a built-in voltage at the gate electrode would be generated due to

the electrostatic induction which enables the electrons to flow freely
between the source and drain as demonstrated in Fig. 5(f-ii). Therefore,
the source-drain current of the transistor can be modulated by the
electrostatic potential from triboelectrification to detect the mechanical
stimuli including single and multiple point touch and sliding. Dis-
tinguished from the pure triboelectric based devices, this tactile sensor
combining the traditional electronics with cheap polymer films to
achieve real-time sensing and dynamic mapping with a low-cost and
facile process almost readily for large-scale fabrication.

For most of the reported tactile sensors, the number of the electrode
terminals could be quite massive that may be a great challenge to the
signal processing circuits. To address this issue, a self-powered ana-
logue smart skin for contact location and velocity detection is devel-
oped [184]. The device structure is shown in Fig. 5(g-i) which consists
of only four electrodes located at the four edges of the square thin film.
The top PDMS thin film is patterned with pyramid structures to boost
the triboelectric output. When the one finger contact with the thin film
at an arbitrary point, due to the distances between the contact point and
the electrodes are different, the induced charges on the electrodes could
be different as well. Hence the location is identified by comparing the
triboelectric output of the four electrodes as shown in Fig. 5(g-ii). In the
future, the detection resolution and sensitivity could be further im-
proved for the theoretical estimations of them are much higher. To si-
mulate the real function of human hands, tactile sensors with cap-
abilities of both normal and tangential force detection are
indispensable. Ren et al. reported a triboelectric tactile sensor with
three sensing axes for normal and tangential force sensing as shown in
Fig. 5(h-i) [143]. In order to expand the sensitivity and sensing range,
tiny burr arrays are printed on the surface of the PDMS surface and the
PDMS-carbon black surface. To enable the sensor with three-axial
sensing capability, four PDMS-carbon black electrodes with tiny burr
arrays are arranged at the substrates with equal intervals. With a
normal force applied, the induced charges on the four electrodes are at
the same amount; while when a tangential force is applied, the induced
charges will distribute unequally to the four electrodes due to the
contact area change (Fig. 5(h-ii)). With the aid of the special tiny burr
arrays, a large range of tangential force (0.5–40 N) and a high sensi-
tivity of 0.83 N V-1 (0.5–3 N) and 2.50 N V-1 (3–40 N) has been
achieved. Besides of flexibility and conformability, stretchability of the
wearable tactile sensor is also important for it to be practically utilized
when attached on the curved human body. To provide a solution to the
challenge of both stretchability and the functionality of such wearable
sensors, Pu et al. have developed an ultra-stretchable, transparent
TENG for both biomechanical energy harvesting and tactile sensing
[158]. It is composed with an ultra-stretchable hydrogel electrode
sandwiched by two elastomer films as demonstrated in Fig. 5(i-i). This
soft TENG can be stretched up to 1160% with a high transmittance of
96.2%, enabling its application as an artificial skin for touch and
pressure perception (Fig. 5(i-ii)). In practical applications, wearable
sensors should possess a great adaptivity in harsh environments as well.
For the triboelectric tactile sensors working in the single-electrode
mode, the output signals could be highly affected and even eliminated
in high humidity environments. An integrated flexible and waterproof
triboelectric tactile sensing panel is developed to address this common
issue in most of the TENGs (Fig. 5(j-i)) [155]. It consists of five layers
including a PET protective layer, a global indium tin oxide (ITO) layer,
a PDMS layer, an addressable ITO electrodes layer and a PET substrate.
With the PDMS wall design, the electrification is coming from the PDMS
and ITO electrode that are encapsulated and prohibited from the outer
environment. A 2D scanning test of multiple pixels simultaneously
touching is conducted to demonstrate the mapping functionality of the
tactile sensor as shown in Fig. 5(j-ii).

4.2. TENG chemical sensors

Monitoring of ambient chemical changes is as important as physical
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changes, especially in some safety and healthcare applications. Except
for physical sensing, TENGs have also been adopted for chemical sen-
sing in the past few years, such as glucose [185], lactate [186], NH3

[187–189], melamine [190], ethanol [191,192], Hg [193], CO2 [77],
and C2H2 [194], etc. There are two main classes of TENG based che-
mical sensors. In the first class, TENG is normally acting as the energy
source to power another chemical sensor under similar platform. In the
second class, TENG is directly used for chemical sensing, normally with
functional material as the contact interface. When the functional ma-
terial absorbs or reacts with different level of monitoring chemical, its
electronegativity changes accordingly. Thereby the generated tribo-
electric output also changes, which can be adopted for sensing. In
Fig. 6, several TENG based chemical sensors are summarized based on
these two classes, with the first two examples belonging the first class
and the others belonging to the second class.

Lactate concentration in human perspiration is an important in-
dicator of physiological conditions. Fig. 6(a) shows an integration of
lactate sensor and TENG serving as power source for lactate sensing
with good selectivity and sensitivity [186]. To synthesize the lactate
sensor, the output from TENG is used to control different sizes of

metallic nanoparticles on a carbon fiber substrate for lactate detection.
This study shows that the TENG powered lactate sensor can be fixed on
human skin as wearable devices and real-time monitor the lactate
concentration in perspiration. NH3 in the human respiration (~ppm
level) can be an indicator of kidney disease. As depicted in Fig. 6(b), a
contact-separation TENG acting as power source is integrated with a
resistive composite based sensor for NH3 detection [187]. The resistive
composite is a polyaniline (PANI) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) composite which can absorb NH3 and result in resistance
change. When connected to a TENG, the NH3 induced resistance change
causes the output voltage variation of the TENG on the sensor. The
TENG enabled NH3 sensor exhibits a response of 10% and 255% at
0.01 ppm and 100 ppm, respectively. The characterized response/re-
covery time is less than 120 s/127 s. Besides, detection of NH3 con-
centration in human respiration has also been conducted to show the
practical use of the NH3 sensor.

For direct chemical sensing, a contact-separation TENG is built to
detect melamine which is added illegally to foods/feeds and can cause
serious health issues (Fig. 6(c)) [190]. The detection mechanism is
based on the strong electronegative property of melamine that can

Fig. 6. TENG based chemical sensors. (a) TENG serving as power source for lactate sensing. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [186]. Copyright 2017, Elsevier
B.V. (b) TENG acting as power source for NH3 sensing. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [187]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V. (c) TENG for direct melamine
detection. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [190]. Copyright 2016, Wiley. (d) Hybrid TENG for harvesting energy from flowing water droplet and sensing of
ethanol. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [191]. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. (e) TENG for detecting the Hg2+ concentration. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [193]. Copyright 2013, Wiley. (f) WATENG with PEI coating for CO2 sensing. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [77]. Copyright 2017,
American Chemical Society. (g) Al/Ag-CNF based TENG for C2H2 monitoring. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [194]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V. (h) TENG
with PANI for NH3 sensing. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [188]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V.
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enhance the generated triboelectric output of the TENG when pairing
with another electropositive material, i.e., Al. As a result, the output
current gradually increases with the melamine concentration with a
detection limit of 0.5 ppb and a linear sensing range from 1 to 500 ppb,
providing a convenient approach to detect melamine or other bioma-
terials. As shown in Fig. 6(d), another TENG with hybrid operation
modes is developed for harvesting the energy from flowing water dro-
plet and sensing of ethanol [191]. The top-TENG and the bottom-TENG
can harvest the mechanical energy and the electrostatic energy of
flowing water droplet, respectively. When the incoming water droplet
contains ethanol, the output current of the top-TENG linearly decreases
according to the ethanol concentration up to 20%, resulting in suc-
cessful detection of ethanol. Mercury, normally in the stable inorganic

form of mercury ion (Hg2+), is highly toxic to human and environment
even at a very low concentration. To detect the Hg2+ concentration, a
TENG with PDMS and Au nanoparticles assembled Au film as contact
interface is proposed (Fig. 6(e)) [193]. By surface modification with 3-
mercaptopropionic acid on the Au layer, the prepared TENG can be
used for Hg2+ detection with high sensitivity and selectivity to other
metal ions. The detection mechanism is based on the difference in tri-
boelectric polarity of Au and Hg2+. The experimental result shows that
the TENG exhibits a detection limit of 30 nM and a linear sensing range
of 100 nM to 5 μM.

Gas sensors using TENGs are becoming more and more common due
to simple configuration design, self-powered mechanism and real-time
monitoring. As depicted in Fig. 6(f), a water-air TENG (WATENG) with

Fig. 7. TENG actuators. (a) Droplet manipulation. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [197]. Copyright 2017, Wiley. (b) Droplet manipulation for self-powered
microfluidic transport system. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [81]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (c) Rotary TENG based implantable drug
delivery. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [199]. Copyright 2017, Wiley. (d) Silk fibroin based TENG for micro-cantilever driving. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [200]. Copyright 2016, Elsevier B.V. (e) Optical modulation based on dielectric elastomer actuation by TENG. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [78].
Copyright 2017, Wiley. (f) TENG driven stimulation of frog's sciatic nerve. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [201]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier B.V. (g) Neural
stimulation of an anesthetic live rat. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [80]. Copyright 2017, Elsevier B.V. (h) TENG enabled electroluminescence. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [79]. Copyright 2016, Wiley.
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polyethylenimine (PEI) coating is developed for self-powered CO2

monitoring [77]. During the operation, the PEI coated ITO/PET layer
(supported by a soft spring) first contacts with the suspended PDMS
membrane, resulting in the first increment of charge transfer. Next, the
two contacted layers further contact with the water sponge. Then water
is squeezed out from the sponge and balances the negative charges on
the bottom PDMS surface, leading to a decrement of charge transfer.
The decrement of charge is denoted as q2, while the difference of the
first increment and decrement is denoted as q1. Benefited from the in-
novated structure, q2 is only affected by the applied force and q1 is only
affected by the CO2 concentration. Therefore, through monitoring q1,
the WATENG is able to eliminate the effect of applied force for CO2

sensing. The device shows a sensing range of 6000 ppm and 30,000 ppm
for static and dynamic CO2 monitoring, respectively. This demonstra-
tion greatly promotes the development of handheld or human operation
based TENG sensors regardless of the random applied force. In Fig. 6(g),
a TENG with bimetallic Al/Ag-carbon nanofiber (CNF) and patterned
PDMS as contact interface is presented to detect acetylene (C2H2)
[194]. After exposure to C2H2, the Al/Ag-CNF reacts with the C2H2 and
changes the triboelectric property, resulting in output variation of the
TENG. The device shows a high sensitivity of 83% and a fast response
time of 88 s. Moreover, due to the hydrophobic property of the contact
surfaces, the device shows minimized effect from humidity and main-
tains superior performance even under high humidity environment of
~ 87%. As illustrated in Fig. 6(h), an arch shaped TENG based on PANI
nanofibers is developed for NH3 sensing [188]. The PANI layer func-
tions both as friction surface for charge generation and as electrode for
charge collection. In the non-NH3 atmosphere, the TENG exhibits high
output voltage of 1186 V. After exposure to NH3, the output voltage
gradually reduces with different concentrations due to the electro-
conductivity change of PANI. The characterized device shows good
selectivity and sensitivity for NH3 sensing, with detection limit of as low
as 500 ppm at room temperature.

4.3. TENG actuators

Physical sensors and chemical sensors are able to monitor the am-
bient changes, but in order to respond to or interact with these changes,
actuators are inevitable components in functional systems. TENGs due
to the high output voltage and the associated high electric field, can be
used for various actuation applications, e.g., elastomer actuation
[195,196], droplet manipulation [81,197,198], drug delivery [199],
cantilever switch [200], optical modulation [78], neural stimulation
[80,201–203], and electroluminescence [79,204], etc.

Compared to piezoelectric or electromagnetic actuation, TENG
based electrostatic actuation by Coulomb force can be an alternative
approach to drive or manipulate micro-/nano-objects. Fig. 7(a) shows a
demonstration of droplet manipulation through the integration of a
TENG and an electrostatic actuation system [197]. The mechanical
operation of the TENG is able to generate an extremely high electro-
static field between the electrodes and ground, resulting in the ma-
nipulation of tiny objects through the Coulomb force. A water droplet
on the surface can be driven to move across a 2 cm gap under the TENG
actuation with a dimension of 70 cm2. In addition, confluence of two
droplets with different compositions can also be achieved. Another
demonstration of droplet manipulation for self-powered microfluidic
transport system is depicted in Fig. 7(b), based on a freestanding TENG
[81]. In the demonstration, a mini vehicle is built with four droplets
carrying a 6mm×8mm pallet to transport small objects. Under the
triggering of the TENG, the mini vehicle can travel from one side to the
other side on a fabricated electrode track. From the measurement re-
sults, the mini vehicle is able to support a maximum load of 500mg and
travel at a maximum speed of 1m/s. These two demonstrations of self-
powered droplet manipulation based on TENGs exhibit promising ap-
plications in drug delivery, micro-solid/liquid manipulation, and mi-
crorobotics.

Implantable drug-delivery system (iDDS) with high delivery effi-
ciency is of great importance for localized drug treatment. A rotary
TENG based iDDS with self-powered functionality is shown in Fig. 7(c)
for ocular drug delivery [199]. Upon triggering of the rotary TENG, AC
current signal is generated from the rotary TENG and further connected
to a transformer/rectifier to transform into DC current. The DC current
is then applied to an interdigital electrode in the drug reservoir, elec-
trolyzing water into oxygen and hydrogen to pump the drug out of the
reservoir. The pumping rate of drug delivery can be altered between 5.3
and 40 μL/min through adjusting the rotation speed of the rotary TENG.
Besides, a proof-of-concept ex vivo demonstration of trans-sclera drug
delivery in a porcine eye is successfully achieved, providing novel
therapy for chronic disease treatment. Fig. 7(d) depicts a silk fibroin
based TENG and its application for micro-cantilever driving [200]. The
silk fibroin film is adopted as the positive friction material against PET
is adopted as the negative friction material, with oxygen plasma process
to improve the structure robustness and performance. Except for the
high electropositivity, the synthesized silk fibroin film shows two ad-
ditional advantages, i.e., good transmittance (> 90%) in visible region
and controllable solubility. The output form the silk fibroin based TENG
is then applied to drive a micro-cantilever. During a typical TENG op-
eration cycle, two output voltage peaks are generated, inducing two
contacts of the micro-cantilever with the bottom electrode through
electrostatic force. Another demonstration of optical modulation based
on TENG integrated dielectric elastomer actuator (DEA) is illustrated in
Fig. 7(e) [78]. The DEA is fabricated with transparent elastomer film
and dispersed silver nanowires as electrodes. After connected to the
high voltage of the TENG, the Coulombic attraction between the two
silver nanowire electrodes leads to the compression of the dielectric
layer and the appearance of wrinkles. Thus the transmittance of the
DEA can be modulated through the operation of the connected TENG.
For example, the generated output from the TENG with contact-se-
paration motion of 0.5–10 cm/s can reduce the transmittance from 72%
to 40% for potential privacy protection. The TENG enabled DEA devices
can be further applied to the fields of soft robotics, electronic skin and
human-robots interaction.

One interesting actuated application using TENG is self-powered
neural stimulation towards future battery-free wearable neuromodula-
tors. A TENG driven stimulation of frog's sciatic nerve to control the leg
motion through a neural prosthesis is shown in Fig. 7(f) [201]. When
the generated output from the TENG is applied to the neural prosthesis
composed of microneedle electrode array for uniform electrical field
generation, the sciatic nerve is stimulated successfully which controls
the movement of the frog's leg. One step forward, another demonstra-
tion of neural stimulation of an anesthetic live rat using a stack TENG is
illustrated in Fig. 7(g) [80]. The generated output from the stack TENG
is applied to the anesthetic live rat's sciatic nerve through a sling
electrode interface. The degree of muscle contraction can be adjusted
through controlling the operation of the stacked TENG. The experi-
mental results indicate the successful achievement of direct neural sti-
mulation on live animals by connecting TENGs with neural interfaces,
showing promising potentials for battery-free wearable neuromodula-
tors. In Fig. 7(h), a TENG enabled electroluminescence device is de-
monstrated, mainly composed of a top fluorinated ethylene propylene
(FEP) friction layer and a luminescent composite layer (ZnS:Cu phos-
phor particles in polymeric matrix) [79]. When a moving object such as
a pen is sliding across the friction layer (i.e., writing), triboelectric
charges are generated on the contacted surface. The produced electric
potential then causes the underneath electroluminescent phosphors to
be excited, leaving a bright path along the sliding trajectory.

5. Towards self-powered micro-/nano-systems

5.1. Functional systems

A system is normally developed with a power source, a feedback
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sensing element and a responding element to achieve certain function.
As discussed in the above sections, TENGs not only can harvester en-
ergy from the ambient as sustainable power sources, but also can
monitor and further respond to the ambient changes. Thus, due to the
diversified configurations, TENGs can serve as different roles in various

functional systems, such as sustainable power unit [205–208], elec-
tronic controller [209,210], electrospinning system [211], healthcare
and drug delivery system [212–215], mass spectroscopy [84], water
treatment [83,216], gas filtration [82,217], robotics [138,218], and
data storage [87], etc. In Fig. 8, several typical TENG enabled

Fig. 8. Functional micro-/nano-systems integrated with TENGs. (a) Sustainable power unit. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [205]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier
B.V. (b) Eye motion triggered electronic system based on TENG micromotion sensor. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [209]. Copyright 2017, American
Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) TENG driven electrospinning system. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [211]. Copyright 2017, American
Chemical Society. (d) Self-powered implantable cardiac monitoring system. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [212]. Copyright 2016, American Chemical
Society. (e) Self-control system with TENG pressure sensor and actuator. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [213]. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
(f) Wearable self-powered adhesive skin patch with energy harvesting and drug delivery capability. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [214]. Copyright 2016,
Wiley. (g) TENG based molecular mass spectrometry. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [84]. Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. (h) Self-powered water
treatment for heavy metal ion cleaning. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [83]. Copyright 2016, Wiley. (i) Self-powered gas filtration system for PM particle
removal. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [217]. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (j) Perceivable soft robotic finger enable by TENG sensor.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [138]. Copyright 2018, Wiley. (k) Self-powered data storage. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [87]. Copyright 2018,
Wiley.
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functional systems are summarized.
Significant increasing of wearable electronics express great demand

of miniaturized stand-alone power units with large capacity and long
life-time. Integration of TENG and storage devices provides a promising
solution to achieve the goal of sustainable power unit, as shown in
Fig. 8(a) [205]. A flexible MXene-based supercapacitor is integrated
with a carbon fiber based TENG. The TENG can harvest the human
mechanical energy from daily activities and store the generated elec-
tricity in the supercapacitor. The TENG can generate a maximum
output power of 7.8 μW/cm2, while the supercapacitor shows a capa-
citance of 23mF/cm2. The integrated power unit is able to drive a large
variety of electronics such as commercial digital watch and tempera-
ture-humidity sensor. Other than serving as energy harvesting modules,
TENGs can also work as self-powered sensors in electronic systems.
Fig. 8(b) depicts an eye motion triggered electronic system based on a
sensitive TENG micromotion sensor [209]. In order to achieve high
sensitivity and transparency, the TENG sensor is fabricated with na-
nostructured FEP and natural latex as friction materials, and ITO as
electrode. The TENG sensor is able to capture normal eye blinking
motion effectively, with a high output voltage of ~ 750mV. Then this
sensor is attached to a pair of glasses and integrated with signal pro-
cessing modules for wireless control of various electronics, including
lamp, fan, bell and hands-free typing platform. This TENG enabled
controlling system shows promising applications in mechnosensational
human-machine interfaces. Another example of TENG enabled func-
tional system is an electrospinning system, as illustrated in Fig. 8(c)
[211]. The proposed self-powered electrospinning system consists of a
rotary TENG as power source, a voltage-doubling rectifier and a spin-
neret. The rotary TENG is able to produce alternating voltage of as high
as 1400 V, which can be further boosted up to constant direct voltage of
8000 V by the voltage-doubling rectifier. This ultrahigh voltage is then
applied to power the electrospinning system successfully, for the fab-
rication of diversified polymer nanofibers ranging from PET, poly-
amide-6 (PA6), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF), to thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPU).

Healthcare monitoring and drug delivery become increasingly im-
portant in the modern wearable and implantable electronics to improve
our daily life quality. A self-powered wireless and implantable cardiac
monitoring system using an implantable TENG is demonstrated in
Fig. 8(d) [212]. Triggered by the heartbeat motions inside an adult
swine, the implantable TENG can generate output of 14 V and 5 μA,
with stable output for over 72 h continuously. Benefited from this great
in vivo output performance, a self-powered monitoring system is built
through integrating the implantable TENG with a power management
unit and an implantable wireless transmitter, for real-time and wireless
monitoring the cardiac conditions of the swine. Monitoring the bladder
pressure is with great importance for underactive bladder (UAB) syn-
drome. As shown in Fig. 8(e), a self-control system through the in-
tegration of a TENG pressure sensor and an actuator is reported for UAB
[213]. The TENG pressure sensor is capable of real-time monitoring the
fullness of a rat's bladder. Then the actuator can empty the bladder
based on shape memory alloy actuation to squeeze the urine out of the
bladder. This actuator is tested to have a voiding percentage of 78%
with the actuation duration of 20 s. The integration of TENG sensor and
functional actuator shows a promising application to develop various
self-control systems. A wearable stretchable self-powered adhesive skin
patch for transdermal drug delivery is developed (Fig. 8(f)) [214]. The
whole skin patch system consists of dry adhesive patch, triboelectric
energy harvester patch, bendable microneedle array, drug reservoir and
pump. Dry adhesive technique is leveraged to achieve conformal at-
tachment on skin. The fabricated micropillar structure for dry adhesive
is also adopted for effective triboelectric energy harvesting, which can
generate electrical output energy for powering other wearable com-
ponents. To show the feasibility of the skin patch, two types of power
generation are then investigated, i.e., bending of joints and tapping on
flat skin surface, depending on the attached position of the skin patch.

The results indicate that the triboelectric energy harvester can produce
sound output power in both cases. In addition, the bendable micro-
needle array and pump system based drug delivery capability is con-
firmed by real animal tests. Another TENG integrated system – mole-
cular mass spectrometry (MMS) system is demonstrated in Fig. 8(g)
[84]. Conventional ion sources for MMS are normally driven by DC
power supply, where the control of the total generated charges is im-
possible. When driven by TENGs, quantitative control of ionization
charges can be achieved due to the TENG working mechanism and
circuit design. For example, using nanoelectrospray ionization, ion
pulses in the range of 1.0–5.5 nC can be accurately controlled with an
onset charge of 1.0 nC.

Improving the environmental conditions through TENG enabled
functional systems have also been widely developed. A self-powered
water treatment system for heavy metal ion detection and cleaning is
depicted in Fig. 8(h) [83]. First, with surface modification on the fric-
tion material using ligand molecules, a contact-separation TENG can
work as self-powered sensor to detect heavy metal ions. Furthermore, a
rotary TENG is designed to harvest energy from wastewater flow, acting
as power supply to provide high electric field for the removal of heavy
metal ions in the wastewater. When the rotary TENG is triggered by a
water flow rate of 3 L/min-1, the water treatment system is able to re-
move 97.4% of the metal ions (initial concentration of 100×10-6 M)
after 100min. Another self-powered gas filtration system for particulate
matter (PM) removal of automobile exhaust fumes is illustrated in
Fig. 8(i) [217]. PTFE pellets are encapsulated in a sealed chamber and
strike the electrodes driven by the engine vibration. The contact elec-
trification induced high electric field is able to filter out the PM parti-
cles passing through. In a demonstration connected to real exhaust
fumes, the filtration system achieves a PM2.5 collection efficiency of
∼ 95.5%.

Robotic finger can be integrated with feedback sensors to enable
smart interaction between robot and human or environment. Fig. 8(j)
shows a perceivable soft robotic finger enable by a soft TENG sensor to
achieve sensory capability like human skin [138]. The soft TENG sensor
is based on the single electrode mode and can actively sense the am-
bient parameters through the self-generated signal, including proxi-
mity, contact and applied pressure level. The TENG enabled perceivable
robotic finger is then demonstrated to conduct various interactive tasks
with sensory capability, such as perceiving its own working states,
sensing the dampness of textiles, and monitoring subtle physiological
signals of human. Another interesting TENG enabled functional system
is self-powered data storage (Fig. 8(k)) [87]. The stored data informa-
tion is incorporated into a set of connected Cu patterns on a PTFE
surface. When a Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) probe scans across
the patterns, triboelectrification occurs between the reading probe and
the Cu-PTFE patterns, generating open-circuit voltage in quasi-square
wave corresponding to the arrangement of the patterns. The crest and
trough of the generated signal can be coded as binary bits of “1” and
“0”, with the time duration denoting the number of bits. A real-time
data reading is successfully achieved from this data storage unit. The
storage density is calculated to be 38.2 Gbit/in2, showing widespread
application in high-density self-powered data storage.

5.2. Control interface

Control interfaces are important components in functional systems,
especially with the rapid development of human-machine interaction in
IoT, robotics, virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and
healthcare applications. TENGs with the self-generated signals can be
integrated with data acquisition module, signal process module and
actuating module into a smart control system, functioning as active
control interfaces to realize intuitive human-machine interaction.
Demonstrations of a few TENG based novel control interfaces for var-
ious applications in gaming control [86,219], VR/AR interaction
[85,220,221], robotic control [204,222] and selective stimulation
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[223] are illustrated in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9(a) shows a self-powered electronic skin that is able to detect

the noncontact motion of an object with triboelectric charges across it
[86]. When the object moves across one of the four sensing electrodes,
different amounts of charges are coupled on the four electrodes through
electrostatic induction, facilitating the object movement detection. The
displacement of the object is calibrated in polar coordinates with re-
solution of 1.5mm and 0.76° in the lengthwise and angular direction,
respectively. The electronic skin is then adopted as smart human-ma-
chine interface for Tetris game, allowing the real-time and noncontact

controlling of objects in the game. The associated advantages of the
electronic skin, i.e., flexibility, transparency and significantly reduced
number of electrodes greatly extend its applications in portable elec-
tronics. Another TENG tactile sensor array based gaming control in-
terface is depicted in Fig. 9(b) [219]. The device is fabricated from
PDMS and Ag-nanofiber electrodes with good stretchability and trans-
parency for trajectory mapping. Using the technique of cross locating,
the device can perform tactile mapping and trajectory tracking,
showing a fast response time of 0.07 s. In addition, a Pac-Man interface
is demonstrated using the device with four divided pixel regions for

Fig. 9. TENG enabled smart control interfaces. (a) Self-powered electronic skin for Tetris gaming control. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [86]. Copyright
2018, Wiley. (b) TENG tactile sensor array based gaming control interface for Pac-Man. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [219]. Copyright 2018, Wiley. (c) 2D
tactile sensor as in-plane control interface. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [220]. Copyright 2018, Wiley. (d) 3D tactile sensor as novel VR/AR interface.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [85]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V. (e) Flexible 3D robotic control interface by the integration of a 2D TENG patch and a 1D
TENG strip [204]. (f) Flexible patch with TENG array for selective peripheral nerve stimulation. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [223]. Copyright 2018,
Elsevier B.V. (g) Smart textile based finger control interface. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [224]. Copyright 2019, Elsevier B.V. (h) Finger control interface
using a joint bending triboelectric quantization sensor. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [225]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier B.V.
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detecting the order of moving left, right, up and down.
Mainstream technologies for human-machine interactions in VR and

AR applications include eye motion tracking, optical sensor interacting,
mark point tracking and tactile sensor interacting. Among them, tactile
sensors exhibit unique merits of small size, good dynamic performance,
high sensitivity, and easy to wear. A 2D tactile sensor based on TENG is
presented as in-plane control interface (Fig. 9(c)) [220]. The 2D tactile
sensor consists of a dome shaped contact surface and four separated
electrodes for the detection of both normal force and shear force. Due to
the shear force sensing capability, 2D in-plane control can be achieved.
Using the self-generated signals from the device as triggering signals to
control the moving directions of a small vehicle is successfully de-
monstrated. Furthermore, on top of it, a 3D tactile sensor is developed
as novel VR/AR interface (Fig. 9(d)) [85]. The fabricated device has
eight individual electrodes and two touch spheres acting as active in-
teractive interface with fingers for the detection of the applied 3D force
information and smart VR/AR control. The 3D tactile sensor is able to
control the attitude (both translational movement and rotation) of an
object in 3D virtual space, through intuitive control strategy correlating
to the object motions. In addition, demonstration using the 3D tactile
sensor for real-time smart assembly of multiple objects is successfully
achieved.

The next generation of intelligent human-machine interfaces should
possess the features of flexible, self-powered and easy-to-use. A flexible
3D robotic control interface is reported in Fig. 9(e), through the in-
tegration of a 2D TENG patch and a 1D TENG strip [204]. The 2D TENG
patch has a grid structure on the sensing surface to enable continuous
trajectory detection and in-plane control, based on the four-electrode
analogue sensing mechanism. On the other hand, the 1D TENG strip is
adopted for vertical axis sensing and out-of-plane control. Therefore,
the combination of the 2D TENG patch and the 1D TENG strip suc-
cessfully realize the 3D smart control of a robotic manipulator, such as
velocity control, 3D motion control and letter writing. Previous ad-
vancement has shown that TENG can be used for direct sciatic nerve
stimulation, but lack of peripheral nerve stimulation. As shown in
Fig. 9(f), another flexible patch composed of a 3×3 TENG array is
proposed for selective peripheral nerve stimulation [223]. At the be-
ginning, effectiveness of the exponential stimulation pulse is compared
with traditional square stimulation pulse, indicating that TENG is ex-
cellent candidate for effective neuro-stimulation. After integrating the
flexible TENG patch with different neural interfaces for specific per-
ipheral nerves, selective and pressure dependent modulation of dif-
ferent muscles are achieved successfully, through controlling the trig-
gering of the TENG array. This active control of selective nerve
stimulation exhibits promising applications in the field of neuro-
prosthesis and bioelectronic medicine.

In terms of human machine interaction, robotic hands are expected
to have same functionality as human hands, or even outperform human
hands in certain macro or micro operation scenarios. One of the most
intuitional interfaces for robotic hands is finger gesture based control
interface, which can be used to manipulate robotic hands to perform
different tasks through mimicking human gestures. As illustrated in
Fig. 9(g), a smart textile based finger control interface is presented for
manipulating the finger motion of a robotic hand [224]. The smart
textile is fabricated by a simple dip coating approach in a conductive
polymer. After mounting on fingers, the smart textile interfaces can
detect the bending motion of human fingers, and then further apply the
generated signals for controlling the motions of a robotic hand, such as
performing the same gesture as human hand, grasping objects, and
playing piano, etc. Fig. 9(h) shows another finger control interface
using a joint motion triboelectric sensor [225]. The triboelectric sensor
is designed with grating to detect the relative sliding motions of a
movable part and a stationary part, through counting the number of the
generated peaks and signal signs, during finger bending and relaxation.
The bending angle resolution of the triboelectric sensor is 3.8° that can
be further improved with smaller grating width. Then this finger

control interface is also demonstrated to control a robotic hand through
human-robot joint motion mapping, including performing victory sign
and grasping object.

6. Prospect

Through the rapid development in the past few years, TENG has
evolved into diverse energy harvesters and self-powered devices that
can be adopted for a wide range of applications. More importantly, the
micro/nano-systems developed from the fusion of TENG and flexible
electronics technology exhibit great potentials to have actual impact on
our daily life. Yet most of the demonstrated systems are based on the
integration of different components individually, not actually a system
level integration. As a future prospect, more energy harvesters and
other functional components should be systematically integrated into
an “all-in-one” flexible platform. That is, other energy harvesting
technologies such as photovoltaic and thermoelectric/pyroelectric can
be combined with TENG to simultaneously scavenge energy from light
and heat, further improving the energy harvesting performance and
efficiency. Then more functional components can be further integrated
into this platform, providing multiple functionalities at the same time.
Taking a smart drug delivery system as an example, it should possess
the following functionalities: i) harvest energy from human daily ac-
tivities and store in supercapacitor; ii) simultaneously monitor multiple
human physiological parameters and display; iii) deliver corresponding
drug for treatment autonomously and display. In the future, the whole
multi-functional system including energy harvesting module, power
management module, signal processing module, display and interactive
module should be integrated into same platform towards flexible,
miniaturized and sustainable micro-/nano-systems.
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